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Improved Load Compensation using Harmonic
Compensator in dq0 Current Controller for
DSTATCOM
Abstract: This paper presents distribution static compensator (DSTATCOM) with dq0 current controller and sine
pulse width modulation (SPWM) switching for compensation of unbalanced nonlinear load in distribution system.
DSTATCOM, connected in parallel to load at the point of
common coupling (PCC), is used for supplying reactive and
harmonic components of load current demand. This dq0
current controller is implemented in synchronous reference
frame (SRF) rotating at fundamental frequency and consists
of harmonic compensation (HC) regulator along with proportional integrator (PI) regulator. HC regulator is realized by
number of sinusoidal signal integrators (SSIs) in parallel.
The SSI provides high gain for tuned harmonic frequency
and helps in minimizing filter current tracking error while
compensating for load harmonic currents. Zero-axis controller, which compensates load neutral current and helps in
obtaining balanced utility currents, is provided along with d,
q controllers. SPWM switching generates inverter gating
pulses at constant frequency, which reduces stress levels
on VSI switches and simplifies the design of interface filter.
Simulation studies of DSTATCOM load compensation with
dq0 current controller are carried out in Matlab/Simulink
and experimental verification is done using dSpace 1104
with Matlab real-time interface (RTI).
Keywords: distribution static compensator, voltage
source inverter, SPWM, dq0 current controller
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1 Introduction
Three-phase four-wire distribution system consists of
many single-phase and three-phase unbalanced loads
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[1, 2]. These loads result in power quality problems like
harmonics in utility currents, excessive neutral current,
poor utility power factor, voltage harmonics, voltage unbalance, etc. [3, 4]. A distribution static compensator
(DSTATCOM) is designed to compensate for all currentrelated problems (i.e. it supplies load harmonic, reactive
currents, and compensate neutral current) [5–9]. This
makes the source currents balanced and sinusoidal with
unity power factor (UPF) operation. DSTATCOM consists of
voltage source inverter (VSI) and is connected in parallel
to load at the point of common coupling (PCC) through
interface filter. This VSI should be controlled properly to
inject the desired filter currents into the system at the PCC.
Various switching control strategies for DSTATCOMlike hysteresis current control [10], adaptive hysteresis controller [11], and ramp comparison controller [12] are
reported in literature. Among these, the hysteresis
controller is the most commonly used one, due to its
simplicity, good dynamic performance, and robustness.
However, it gives variable switching frequency, which
results in uneven stress on inverter switches. Liu and
Maswood [11] and Yao and Holmes [13] developed a
method to achieve constant switching frequency, by tracking the current in a variable hysteresis band. However with
this method, switching around the predetermined frequency is possible, but obtaining exact constant frequency
is not feasible. Ramp comparator controller is suggested in
Srikanthan and Mishra [12], where the current error signals
are compared to triangular waveform having a fixed frequency; however, the scheme results in over-crossing and
under-crossing tracking error if the triangular frequency is
not chosen properly. Therefore, in the present study, sine
pulse width modulation (SPWM) switching strategy, which
generates inverter switching pulses at a constant frequency, is used. This will reduce the stress on VSI switches
and also simplify the design of inverter output L/LC filter.
The required modulating signal for SWPM switching is
realized in the current controller.
The complete control of DSTATCOM consists of two
stages: reference filter current generation and current
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control strategy for switching. Reference filter currents
generated using Instantaneous Symmetrical Component
Theory, Synchronous Reference Frame (SRF) Theory,
Instantaneous Reactive Power Theory (IRPT) are presented
in Singh et al. [10], Mahesh K. Mishra et al. [14], and
Herrera and Salmeron [15] respectively. These reference
currents are non-sinusoidal in nature, as these have to
compensate for unbalanced nonlinear load currents.
Hence, proper current controller is required to track these
non-sinusoidal signals. Current control technique using PI
regulator along with generalized integrators (GIs) acting
on the error between reference and actual filter currents is
implemented in stationary frame with SPWM switching
[16]. This control technique gives effective tracking of its
sinusoidal reference current by the actual current with the
help of sinusoidal signal integrators (SSIs) tuned to specified harmonic frequencies. Current controller for shunt
active power filter, employing an array of GIs, one for
fundamental and others for each harmonic, implemented
in stationary frame is presented in Xie et al. [17]. These GIs
have characteristics of infinite open loop gain and high
selectivity. Therefore, zero steady-state error with selective
harmonic compensation can be achieved. However, one
SSI is required for each load current harmonic, thereby
increasing the number of SSIs required and making it
computationally intensive compared to other techniques.
Current controller implemented in dq0 reference frame
rotating at fundamental synchronous frequency for selective harmonic compensation of nonlinear load is given
in Lascu et al. [18], Asiminoaei et al. [19], and Bojoi et al.
[20]. Here, SSI regulators help in effective harmonic load
current compensation and each SSI regulator can simultaneously compensate for two specified harmonics [20, 21].
From the above reported literature, it is evident that application of SSI improves tracking performance and current
controller with SSIs implemented in fundamental rotating
dq0 reference frame has less computation complexity
compared to the SSI in stationary frame. The load considered in the above reported literature is balanced nonlinear
load with zero neutral current. However, in the case of
unbalanced nonlinear load condition with non-zero neutral current, necessary action for neutral current compensation is to be taken. Hence, three-phase four-wire VSI
topology and a proper controller for compensating this
neutral current is required to obtain balanced sinusoidal
compensated utility currents.
Therefore, in the present study, complete dq0 current controller using PI and HC regulators (HC regulator
is realized using SSIs, which helps in minimizing filter
current tracking error), is implemented in fundamental
rotating reference frame to compensate unbalanced

nonlinear load using DSTATCOM. Three-phase fourwire neutral point clamped VSI topology is used in this
work. A zero-axis controller to compensate for load neutral current is also presented along with d and q controllers. The current controller generates control signals
in dq0 frame which are transferred to abc frame (called
modulating signals) for SPWM switching. Also, abc to
dq0 modeling of ac side of VSI is done to obtain the
system coupling terms. The effect of these system coupling terms is overcome by incorporating cross-coupling
and feedforward terms in the dq0 current controller.
This provides decoupled control of d, q, 0 components
and fast dynamic response. Reference filter currents are
generated using SRF theory by sensing the load currents. The design details of interface L filter are also
presented. Finally, DSTATCOM load compensation simulation studies using dq0 current controller with PI regulator and PI plus HC regulators are carried out in
Matlab/Simulink. The corresponding results along with
THD of compensated source currents are presented. A
prototype model of three-phase DSTATCOM is developed
in laboratory and experimental studies (steady-state and
dynamic conditions) are carried out using dSpace 1104
with Matlab real-time interface (RTI). Detailed results
presented in this work show the role of HC regulator
for effective load compensation, importance of zero-axis
controller to obtain balanced compensated source currents, SPWM switching strategy to achieve constant
switching frequency, and compensation performance
under dynamic load change condition.

2 DSTATCOM model with L filter
Three-phase four-wire DSTATCOM topology, consisting of
neutral clamped VSI, connected in parallel to the load
at PCC through Lf (along with internal equivalent
resistance-Rf ) is shown in Figure 1. Here, vta , vtb , vtc
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Figure 1 Schematic of three-phase four-wire DSTATCOM
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represent the instantaneous phase voltages at the PCC
and ila , ilb , ilc represent the load currents. Source and
injected filter currents are represented as isa , isb , isc and
ifa , ifb , ifc respectively. DC storage capacitors Cdc1 and Cdc2
are used for maintaining the input voltage of VSI at
reference value of vdc1 and vdc2 respectively.

2.1 Design of DC storage capacitor (Cdc ) and
inductor (Lf )
The compensation capability of an active filter depends
on various parameters such as dc link voltage (vdc ), dc
storage capacitor (Cdc ), interface inductor (Lf ), etc. In
order to drive the filter currents, the value of dc link
voltage should have a minimum value of 1.6 times the
maximum value of system phase voltage (Vmp ) as discussed in Mishra and Karthikeyan [22] and Khadkikar
et al. [23]. Once the value of vdc is selected, the value of
Cdc (Cdc ¼ Cdc1 ¼ Cdc2 ) can be determined based on the
ability to regulate dc link voltage under load transient
condition as given in Singh et al. [24] and Karanki et al.
[25]. Consider the active filter is connected to an x kVA
system and deals with twice (2x) and half (x/2) kVA
handling capability under transient conditions for p
cycles. The energy in x kVA system in joules is
x  1; 000 joules. An increase in system kVA load results
a decrease in vdc during transient and vice versa.
Allowing a maximum of 12.5% variation in vdc (vdc ¼ vdc1
¼ vdc2 ) during transients, the differential energy (ΔEc )
across each capacitor (for increase in load) is given as

ΔEc ¼

h
Cdci ð1:6Vmp Þ2

2

ð1:4Vmp Þ2

i

:

ð1Þ

In the above equation, Cdci is the capacitor value required
to support VSI operation during increase in load. The
change in system energy (ΔEs ) for load change from
x kVA to 2x kVA in joules is
ΔEs ¼ ð2x

xÞ1; 000 pT

ð2Þ

where T is the time period of system voltage and “p” is
the period of transient. Therefore, using eqs (1) and (2),
each capacitor value Cdc can be obtained by equating
ΔEc ¼ ΔEs =2 (here divided by 2 is used as single capacitor
value is being calculated)
Cdci ¼ h

ð2x

xÞ1; 000 pT

ð1:6Vmp Þ2

ð1:4Vmp Þ2

i:

ð3Þ
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Similarly, Cdcd is calculated for the case of decrease in
load from x kVA to 0.5x kVA, where vdc is allowed to
increase up to 1.8Vmp from a reference value of 1.6Vmp , is
given as
ðx 0:5xÞ1; 000pT
i
Cdcd ¼ h
ð1:8Vmp Þ2 ð1:6Vmp Þ2

ð4Þ

Cdc ¼ maximum ofðCdci ; Cdcd Þ:

ð5Þ

The maximum of the obtained Cdci , Cdcd values is chosen
as the DC storage capacitor Cdc , as given in eq. (5). In this
pﬃﬃﬃ
study, x ¼ 10 kVA, Vmp ¼ 2  230 ¼ 325 V, p ¼ 1 and
T ¼ 0.02 s. Therefore, using eq. (3), value of Cdci is
obtained as 3,155 μF and using eq. (4) Cdcd is obtained
as 1,393 μF. Hence, Cdc (maximum of (Cdci , Cdcd )) is
considered as 3,300 μF, as it is easily available.
The conventional method to interface VSI to PCC is
through first-order low-pass filter (inductor-Lf ) [26]. This
filter inductor is required for proper shaping of current
being injected at the PCC. Lf is determined by combining
two KVL loop equations, applying from midpoint of dc
link voltage to vta . One loop through top switch Sa , Lfa ,
and second loop through bottom switch S0a , Lfa . Therefore,
the obtained Lf (Lfa ¼ Lfb ¼ Lfc ¼ Lf ) as presented in
John [26], is given below,
Lf ¼


VTdc
D ð1 DÞ
fsw δip

ð6Þ


where VTdc
is the total dc link voltage (vdc1 þ vdc2 ) and δip
is the allowable peak to peak current ripple expressed as
the percentage of maximum current in inductor. The term
fsw is the switching frequency of triangular carrier signal.
The term D is the duty cycle of the switch, and the worst
case current ripple occurs at 50% duty cycle. In the present study for the given parameters, the dc link voltage

should be maintained at a reference value of VTdc
¼ 2*1.6*
Vmp ¼ 1,100 V, fsw of 10 kHz, duty cycle (D) of 0.5, δip of
1.68 (δ ¼ 8% and ip ¼ 21 A). Interface inductance Lf is
obtained as 16.3 mH and approximately taken as 15 mH.

3 Synchronous reference (dq0)
frame theory for filter current
generation
Synchronous reference frame (dq0) theory is used for
reference filter current generation in this work. In order
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to have balanced and sinusoidal source currents with
UPF operation at the PCC, the harmonic and reactive
component of load currents should be supplied from
DSTATCOM. Hence, the actual load currents are sensed
and transformed to dq0 reference frame using eq. (7). The
θ or ωt information required for abc to dq0 transformation is obtained using three-phase PLL block [6, 27]. A
three-phase PLL block (shown in Figure 3) consists of
variable frequency mean and automatic gain control
(AGC) blocks. The mean block is used to measure the
mean value of input signal vd (obtained after abc to dq0
transformation of source voltages) over fundamental frequency. The automatic gain control block is used for
computing the positive-sequence value of load voltage
for the fundamental frequency which returns the fundamental magnitude, phase angle. The magnitude along
with mean value is used to generate the error signal
controlled by PID regulator to synchronize with set of
three-phase sinusoidal source voltage signals. The output
sin(θ) and cos(θ) terms are used as feedback signals for
park transformation. The abc and dq0 reference axes
orientations used for park transformation matrix are
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 Axes abc and dq0 orientations
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4 System model and current
controller in synchronous
reference (dq0) frame
In the present work, current controller is realized in
synchronous reference (dq0) frame for generating signals
(ud , uq , u0 ), which are further used to develop switching
pulses for VSI as shown in Figure 3. The generated reference filter currents ifd , ifq and if 0 (as explained in the
previous section) are fed as inputs to this dq0 current
controller along with the measured actual filter currents
(ifd , ifq , if 0 ) to be controlled. Since, current controller is
implemented in dq0 frame, the abc to dq0 modeling
is required on the ac side of VSI (shown in Figure 1).
This is given in the following sections.

(t)

120

subtracted from ild to obtain ~ild . Here, ild and ~ild are
currents in dq0 frame, which corresponds to real fundamental and harmonic load currents in abc frame. One
more component idc d , corresponding to losses in the VSI
should be added to ~ild to obtain total d-axis reference
filter current. As complete ilq , il0 currents should be
supplied from DSTATCOM, no LPFs are required in
q-axis and zero-axis controller as shown in Figure 3.
Therefore, the d, q, 0 reference filter currents for current
controller are

4.1 System dq0 model
The dynamics of the VSI ac side variables shown in
Figure 1 can be described in abc frame [28] as follows:

t

ωðtÞdt þ αð0Þ

ð8Þ

where ω is the system frequency and αð0Þ is the phase
angle of q axis with respect to vta at time zero. Now, at
θ ¼ ωt, the line frequency components of the load currents become dc quantities and the harmonic frequency
components are superimposed on this dc quantity. A lowpass filter is used to extract ild (dc component) and then

vinv abc ¼ Rf ifabc þ Lf

dif abc
þ vt abc :
dt

ð12Þ

Here, vinv abc represents the three-phase output voltage at
different legs of VSI. The dq0 transformation of eq. (12)
results in generation of following set of equations.
vinv d ¼ Rf ifd þ Lf

difd
dt

ωLf ifq þ vtd
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Figure 3 Schematic of three-phase DSTATCOM system with control circuit consisting of reference filter current generation, dq0 current
controller, and SPWM switching scheme

vinv q ¼ Rf ifq þ Lf

vinv 0

difq
þ ωLf ifd þ vtq
dt

ð13Þ

dif 0
þ vt0
¼ Rf i f 0 þ L f
dt

where vinv d , vinv q , and vinv 0 are the variables to be controlled in order to achieve the desired filter currents at the
PCC in dq0 frame. Equation (13) shows the presence of
coupling terms ( ωLf ifq , þωLf ifd ) in system VSI voltages
vinv d and vinv q . Applying Laplace transforms to eq. (13)
results in the following system (plant) variables Ifd ðsÞ,
Ifq ðsÞ, If 0 ðsÞ given in eq. (14) as
Ifd ðsÞ ¼

Vinv d ðsÞ

If 0 ðsÞ ¼

The structural block diagram of the system represented
by eq. (14) is shown in Figure 4. From this figure, it is
clear that the inverter voltages Vinv dq0 do not have a
straightforward control on the filter currents Ifdq0 , as
coupling terms are present. Therefore, the current controller should have cross-coupling terms, which will
compensate for the system coupling terms.
Vtd ( s )
Vinvd ( s )

Ifq ðsÞ ¼

sL f

Lf

Vinv 0 ( s )

Lf

Vtd ðsÞ þ ωLf Ifq ðsÞ
Rf þ sLf
Vtq ðsÞ ωLf Ifd ðsÞ
Rf þ sLf

I fd ( s )

1
Rf

Vinvq ( s )

ð14Þ

(a)

1
Rf

1
Rf

Vtq ( s )

Vinv q ðsÞ

Vinv 0 ðsÞ Vt0 ðsÞ
:
Rf þ sLf

sL f

I fq ( s )

sL f

I f 0 (s)

Vt 0 ( s )

(b)

Figure 4 Structural block diagram of dq0 system (plant) model:
(a) plant d, q model and (b) plant 0 model
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4.2 dq0 current controller with PI regulator
From eq. (13), in order to achieve direct control of ifd , ifq ,
and if 0 , the inverter voltage should be controlled as
follows:

Vtd ( s )

G pi ( s )

I *fd ( s )

ed

Kp

I fd ( s )

cvd

Ki
s

ud

K in s

Ghc ( s )

n 1,2,3

s2

6n

2

Lf

vinv d ¼ cvd

I fq ( s )

ωLf Ifq þ vtd

Lf

eq

vinv q ¼ cvq þ ωLf Ifd þ vtq

ð15Þ

Kp

*
fq

I ( s)

where cvd , cvq , cv0 are voltage control signals of d, q, zeroaxis controllers in synchronous reference frame. The
terms ωLf Ifq , þωLf Ifd are cross-coupling terms and vtd ,
vtq are feedforward terms. Substituting vinv d , vinv q , vinv 0
from eq. (15) to eq. (13), the following decoupled system
is deduced.
3
difd
2
3
6 dt 7 2 R
cvd
7
6
f
7
6
6
7
difq 7 6
6
6 cvq 7 ¼ Lf 6
7þ 0
6
4
5
6 dt 7 4
7
6
0
cv0
4 di 5
f0

32

3

0

0

Rf

76 7
6 7
07
54 ifq 5
if 0
Rf

0

uq

K in s

vinv 0 ¼ cv0 þ vt0

2

cvq

Ki
s

ifd

ð16Þ

e0

I *f 0 ( s )
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s2

Kp

Ki 0
s
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2
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Figure 5 Block diagram of dq0 current controller (a) d, q controllers
with PI and HC regulators, (b) zero-axis controller

I *f ,dq 0 s

e

G pi ( s )

Gd ( s )

K i (1 sTr )
s

1
1 sTd

Gs ( s )

cv

Ks
1 sTs

I f ,dq0 s

dt

Therefore, the transfer function of the decoupled system
can be derived as below:
Gs ðsÞ ¼

Ks
:
1 þ sTs

ð17Þ

where the time constant Ts ¼ Lf =Rf and Ks ¼ 1=Rf . Above
equation shows that the currents ifd , ifq , and if 0 respond to
cvd , cvq , and cv0 through a first-order transfer function. The
control variables of eq. (15) are achieved by defining feedback loops and using proportional integral (PI) controller.
Based on eq. (15), the dq0 current controller block with PI
regulator ðGpi ðsÞÞ along with controller cross-coupling
terms (required to compensate for plant coupling terms)
and feedforward terms are shown in Figure 5. HC regulator
ðGhc ðsÞÞ along with Gpi ðsÞ is shown in this figure. However,
only PI regulator will be considered in this section and
discussion on PI plus HC regulator will be presented in the
next subsection. The corresponding control block diagram
with PI regulator ðGpi ðsÞÞ, delay ðGd ðsÞÞ, decoupled system
ðGs ðsÞÞ, and unity negative feed back loop is shown in
Figure 6. Here Tr ¼ Kp =Ki is the time constant of Gpi ðsÞ.
The constants Kp and Ki represent proportional and integral gains respectively. Gd ðsÞ is the equivalent transfer
function corresponding to unity gain VSI along with

Figure 6 Control block diagram with PI regulator, delay, and
decoupled system

delay caused by sampling and computational devices
(Td ¼ one sampling period).
The current controller should be designed to compensate highest harmonic component (i.e. nω, where n is the
harmonic number and ω is the fundamental frequency) in
the load current. In the present work, load current compensation up to 19th harmonic is considered. Therefore,
the PI gains are designed to obtain controller bandwidth
of 7,500 rad/s (i.e. 1,200 Hz) along with pole-zero cancellation of controller zero with the plant pole (i.e. Tr ¼ Ts ).
This simplifies the PI controller design and makes tuning
easier [18]. The open loop ðGopi ðsÞÞ, closed loop, transfer
functions are given below. The corresponding Bode plots
for the designed filter parameters, PI gains given in
Table 1, are shown in Figure 7.

Gopi ðsÞ ¼ Gpi ðsÞ Gd ðsÞ Gs ðsÞ ¼
Gcpi ðsÞ ¼

Ki Ks
sð1 þ sTd Þ

Gopi ðsÞ
1 þ Gopi ðsÞ

ð18Þ
ð19Þ
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Table 1

System parameters for simulation studies

Parameter

Value

System voltage
Linear load
Nonlinear load
VSI parameters
Filter parameters
Current controller

400 V Line rms 50 Hz
Zla ¼ 20 þ j15:8Ω, Zlb ¼ 30 þ j20Ω, Zlc ¼ 45 þ j18:85Ω
Three-phase diode bridge rectifier with an R–L load of 30Ω–40 mH.
Cdc1 ¼ Cdc2 ¼ 3; 300μF, vdc1 ¼ vdc2 ¼ 550 V
Rf ¼ 0:3Ω, Lf ¼ 15 mH
PI gains (Kp ¼ 120, Ki ¼ 2,400, Kio ¼ 5)
SSI regulator (Ki1 ¼ Ki2 ¼ Ki3 ¼ 600)
PI gains (Kpv ¼ 0.08, Kiv ¼ 0.015)
10 kHz

Voltage controller
Carrier frequency

Bode diagram

Magnitude (dB)

50

Gopi ( s )
0

Gcpi ( s )

–50

–100
0
Phase (°)

575

–45

System: Gopi
Phase Margin (deg): 87.7
Delay Margin (sec): 0.000192
At frequency (Hz): 1.27e+003
Closed Loop Stable? Yes

Gcpi ( s )

–90

Gopi ( s )

–135
–180
101

102

103

104

105

106

Frequency (Hz)
Figure 7 Bode plots of Gopi ðsÞ and Gcpi ðsÞ

4.3 Current controller with PI and HC
regulators
As DSTATCOM is used for compensation of unbalanced
nonlinear load, its current controller has to deal with nonsinusoidal reference filter currents. Zero steady-state error
can be achieved by applying PI regulator if the reference
current is a dc quantity (i.e. fundamental frequency component of filter current, which appears as dc quantity in dq0
frame). However, if the reference current is an oscillating
signal (i.e. harmonic currents, which appears as oscillating
components in dq0 frame), the conventional PI regulator
due to its limited frequency gain will cause steady-state
error. HC regulator realized by SSIs (Figure 8), to compensate harmonic load currents for shunt active power filter
application, is presented in Lascu et al. [18] and Bojoi
et al. [20]. SSI regulator, tuned to particular frequency,
helps in effective tracking of reference filter currents having

high slope variations. Therefore, in this study, HC regulator
is used along with PI regulator.
The harmonic spectrum of unbalanced nonlinear
load considered consists of current harmonics of order
6n  1(n ¼ 1, 2, 3) of the fundamental frequency (ω) in
stationary frame. However, the sequence and harmonic
order of these load currents in dq0 frame with synchronous rotating speed of þ ω is given in Table 2. From this
table, it is observed that the dominant harmonics are at
6th, 12th, 18th order in dq0 frame. Therefore, SSI regulator tuned to resonate at 6ω in dq0 frame can achieve
very high gain in a narrow frequency band around this
tuned frequency. Thus, it is capable to eliminate the
steady-state error between the controlled signal and its
reference. The transfer function of SSI is given as [20]
SSI ¼

X

n¼1;2;3

Kin s
s2

þ ð6nωÞ2

ð20Þ
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Table 2
frames

Harmonic order and sequence in stationary and dq0

Harmonic order in
stationary frame

Sequence

1
5
7
11
13
17
19

Positive
Negative
Positive
Negative
Positive
Negative
Positive

Harmonic order in dq0 frame
(rotating at speed of þ ω)
0
6
6
12
12
18
18

The width of this frequency band depends on the integral
gain Kin . Each SSI regulator in dq0 rotating frame has the
ability to compensate for two specific harmonics in stationary frame. In the present study, a single SSI regulator
is tuned at the frequency 6nω(n ¼ 1, 2, 3), for compensation of each pair of harmonics of order 6n  1, i.e. (5, 7),
(11, 13), (17, 19) as given by eq. (20). SSI regulator block is
shown in Figure 8. Six SSI regulators, three for d and
three for q controllers are used for load compensation up
to 19th harmonic, as shown in Figure 5. The open loop
current controller transfer function Goph ðsÞ with both PI
and HC regulators is given in eq. (21).
e

Goph ðsÞ ¼

If dq ðsÞ
Ifdq ðsÞ If dq ðsÞ

where Ghc ðsÞ is the transfer function of HC regulator,
obtained by summation of three SSIs in parallel. The bode
plot of Goph ðsÞ is shown in Figure 9. It has a bandwidth of
1,200 Hz (which is approximately around 1/9th of the
switching frequency (10 kHz)) and has resonant peaks (i.e.
high gain) at 300 Hz, 600 Hz, and 900 Hz, corresponding to
the tuned frequencies of three SSIs of HC regulator. These
high gains help in tracking reference signals with high slope
variations and hence improve the load compensation.

4.4 Neutral current compensation by
zero-axis controller
As the load is unbalanced and nonlinear, the DSTATCOM
current controller should be incorporated with zero-axis
controller for compensation of the load neutral current
along with d and q controllers. Unlike in shunt active
power filter application with zero neutral current.
Therefore, in the present study, zero-axis controller is
provided with PI regulator as shown in Figure 5(b).

4.5 SPWM switching strategy
The dq0 current controller generates signals ud , uq ,
and u0 . These signals, rotating at ω in dq0 reference

Bode diagram
100
Magnitude (dB)

ð21Þ

y

K in

Figure 8 Sinusoidal signal integrator (SSI) block

50
0
–50
45
System: Goph
Phase Margin (°): 87.5
Delay Margin (s): 0.000191
At frequency (Hz): 1.27e+003
Closed Loop Stable? Yes

0
Phase (°)



¼ Gpi ðsÞ þ Ghc ðsÞ Gd ðsÞ Gs ðsÞ

–45
–90
–135
–180
101
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Figure 9 Bode plot of Goph ðsÞ
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frame, are transformed to stationary abc frame to
obtain modulating signals vma , vmb , and vmc as given
below.
3 rﬃﬃﬃ2
pﬃﬃﬃ 32 3
vma
uq
cos ðθÞ
sin ðθÞ
1=pﬃﬃ2ﬃ
4 vmb 5 ¼ 24 cos ðθ 2π=3Þ sin ðθ 2π=3Þ 1= 2 54 ud 5
pﬃﬃﬃ
3
uo
vmc
cos ðθ þ 2π=3Þ sin ðθ þ 2π=3Þ 1= 2
ð22Þ
2

SPWM switching control is used for generation of switching signals sa , sb , sc and s0a , s0b , s0c for top and bottom
switches of VSI respectively. These switching signals are
obtained from the output of SPWM block as shown in
Figure 3, with modulating signals vma , vmb , vmc and highfrequency unit amplitude triangular carrier signal as
inputs.
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5 Simulation studies
MATLAB Simulink model of three-phase DSTATCOM
(shown in Figure 1) is developed to carry out simulation
studies. The source, unbalanced nonlinear load, and controller parameters used for simulation studies are given
in Table 1. The terminal voltages and load currents are
shown in Figure 10(a) and (b) respectively. Harmonic
spectrum (%) of ila upto 20th harmonic is shown in
Figure 10(c). In order to give clear picture, the y-axis
scale is limited to 0–15%. The overall load current THDs
are 14.68%, 16.75%, and 17.8% in phases a, b, and c
respectively. DSTATCOM is connected at the PCC with
an objective to compensate for these load currents and
achieve balanced source currents with UPF operation. A


reference dc link voltage of 550 V (vdc1
¼ vdc2
¼ 550 V)

Figure 10 Simulation results before compensation (a) terminal voltages before compensation, (b) load currents, (c) harmonic spectrum of ila
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across each capacitor is chosen and Lf of 15 mH (obtained
from eq. (6), with δ ¼ 8% and Ip ¼ 21 A) is considered.
Source power factor before compensation for unbalanced
nonlinear load considered (shown in Figure 10) is 0.898
lag, 0.929 lag, and 0.94 lag for phases a, b and c, respectively. Simulation studies of load compensation with dq0
current controller for following cases are presented: (1) PI
regulator in dq0 controller and (2) PI plus HC regulators
in dq0 controller.

5.1 Compensation using PI regulator in dq0
controller
The compensated three-phase source currents (isa , isb , isc )
along with neutral current (isn ) and injected filter currents
(ifa , ifb , ifc ) using PI regulator in the current controller are
shown in Figure 11(a) and (b) respectively. The source
currents are balanced with UPF operation and have THDs
below 4.7% (approx.), as given in Table 3. The dc link
voltages vdc1 , vdc2 are maintained close to 550 V using PI
controller, as shown in Figure 11(c). The individual harmonic spectrum of compensated current isa is shown in
Figure 11(d) and has an overall THD of 4.57%. This does
not indicate satisfactory performance with PI regulator,
as the source current THDs are close to 5% limit of IEEE
519 standards. To give an insight regarding the dq0
current controller, the reference (ifd , ifq , if 0 ) and injected
(ifd , ifq , if 0 ) filter currents in dq0 frame are shown in
Figure 12(a). The corresponding tracking errors ed and
eq (represented in Figure 5) are shown in Figure 12(b)
and (c) respectively. From the figure, it is seen that
the tracking error is more during high slopes of reference
filter currents. This shows that the PI regulator is not
good enough to track signals with high slope variations
and hence the need for HC regulator.

Figure 11 Simulation results after compensation using PI regulator
(a) source currents, (b) injected filter currents, (c) voltages vdc1 , vdc2 ,
(d) harmonic spectrum of isa

5.2 Compensation using PI plus HC
regulator in dq0 controller
Table 3

The PCC voltages and compensated source currents using
PI plus HC regulator in the current controller are shown
in Figure 13(a) and (b) respectively. These currents are
balanced and sinusoidal with THDs around 2.5%
(given in Table 3) as compared to 4.6% with PI regulator
alone. Various phase-a currents ila , isa , ifa are shown in
Figure 13(c) and the harmonic spectrum of isa is shown in
Figure 13(d). The fundamental peak current (îsa1) is

Parameter

isa
isb
isc

Percentage THDs of source currents
THD (%)
without
compensation

14.68
16.75
17.80

THD (%) with compensation
Hysteresis
controller

2.72
2.66
2.39

dq0 dq0 controller
controller
PI þ HC
PI regulator
regulator
4.57
4.63
4.62

2.52
2.50
2.57

Filter currents in dq0 frame (A)
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Error ed

1
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0
–1
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(b)

4
3
Error eq

2

eq

1
0
–1
–2
0.80

0.805

0.810
(c)

Figure 12 Simulation results after compensation using PI regulator in the current controller (a) reference and actual filter currents in dq0
frame, (b) error ed between ifd and ifd , (c) error eq between ifq and ifq

26.73 A. From Figure 13(a) and (b), it can be observed that
the source currents isa , isb , isc are in phase with vta , vtb , vtc
respectively. Hence, the source power factor after compensation is unity. Errors ed and eq with PI plus HC
regulators are shown in Figure 14(a) and (b) respectively,
which are less in magnitude when compared to the case
of PI regulator. Thus, application of HC regulator minimizes the error between the controlled signal and its
reference, which results in better compensated source
currents.
The instantaneous real and reactive powers of
load, source, and DSTATCOM at the PCC are shown in
Figure 15(a)–(c) respectively. Only the fundamental
component of load real power (pl ) is supplied from
source (i.e. shown as ps in Figure 15(b)). The reactive
power (qs ) supplied from source is zero and hence the
source power factor after compensation is unity.
However, the oscillating or harmonic component of load
real power and total load reactive power (ql ) is supplied

from DSTATCOM (shown as injected powers pi and qi in
Figure 15(c)).
Source currents obtained after compensation without
zero-axis controller in the dq0 current controller (i.e. only
d, q controllers are present) are shown in Figure 16. These
currents have large amplitude unbalance, as neutral current is not compensated. Hence, there is a need for zeroaxis controller to compensate load neutral current and
obtain balanced source currents.

5.3 Performance comparison of dq0 current
controller with hysteresis controller
Load compensation by DSTATCOM with hysteresis current controller is presented in this subsection. This is
done to compare the compensation performances (i.e.
in terms of source current THDs) of dq0 current
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Figure 13 Simulation results after compensation using PI plus HC regulator (a) PCC voltages, (b) source currents isa , isb , isc and isn ,
(c) currents ila , isa , ifa , (d) harmonic spectrum of isa

controller with hysteresis controller. Hysteresis current
controller is simple, easy to implement, and gives fast
response as presented in Mishra and Karthikeyan [22].
Of course, this controller has a demerit of varying
switching frequency with system voltage. This scheme
consists of þh and h tolerance bands above and
below the reference quantities respectively. The actual

injected filter current hits between the þh and h
bands while trying to track the reference quantities. A
lower value of hysteresis band (h band) will result in
higher switching frequency and vice versa. The h band
appears in the injected filter currents and hence it is
also reflected in the compensated source currents. The
typical value of h band may be between 5% and 15% of
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Figure 14 Simulation results after compensation using PI plus HC regulators in current controller (a) error ed between ifd and ifd , (b) error eq
between ifq and ifq
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Figure 15 Simulation results after compensation using PI plus HC regulators in current controller (a) load powers pl (W), ql (VAr), (b) source
powers ps (W), qs (VAr), (c) DSTATCOM injected powers pi (W), qi (VAr)
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Figure 16 Simulation results of compensated source currents using PI plus HC regulator without zero-axis controller
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Figure 17 Block diagram of reference filter current generation and hysteresis current controller

the rated filter current [22]. The control block diagram
showing the dq0 reference filter current generation and
hysteresis switching scheme is given in Figure 17. The
error signals ("a , "b , "c ) are obtained based on the
difference between reference (ifa , ifb , ifc ) and actual
injected (ifa , ifb , ifc ) filter currents. The switching command logic is as given below.

if "a  þh, top switch is turned ON, whereas bottom
switch is turned OFF (Sa ¼ 1, S0a ¼ 0)
else if "a  h, bottom switch is turned ON, whereas top
switch is turned OFF (Sa ¼ 0, S0a ¼ 1)
The switching pulses for the other legs of VSI can
also be generated following the same logic and using the
reference current in that particular leg.

5.3.1 Hysteresis control switching logic
The switching commands (Sa , Sb , Sc ) are directly issued to
the top switches in legs a, b, c of VSI and their complement signals (S0a , S0b , S0c ) to corresponding bottom
switches. The switching logic for the generation of
switching commands is given as follows:

5.3.2 Simulation study with hysteresis
current controller
Load compensation with hysteresis controller is carried
out and the corresponding results are presented here.
The system, load, VSI, and filter parameters are the same
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ilb , ilc ) with THDs of 14.68%, 16.75%, 17.80% in phases
a; b; c respectively are shown in Figure 18(a). The compensated source currents along with neutral current and
injected filter currents are shown in Figure 18(b) and (c)
respectively. The source currents are balanced and sinusoidal with UPF operation and have THDs around 2.5%,
as given in Table 3. The dc link voltages vdc1 , vdc2 are
maintained close to 550 V, as shown in Figure 18(d). The
individual harmonic spectrum of isa is shown in Figure 18
(e) and has an overall THD of 2.72%. The percentage
THDs of load currents (or uncompensated source currents) and compensated source currents obtained using
hysteresis controller, using dq0 controller with PI regulator, using dq0 controller with PI plus HC regulators are
given in Table 3. The source current THDs are approximately around 2.5%, 4.5%, and 2.5% with hysteresis, dq0
with PI regulator, and dq0 with PI plus HC regulators
respectively. Therefore with PI plus HC regulator, the
source current THDs are well within the 5% limit of
IEEE 519 standards and are almost same as obtained
with hysteresis controller case. However, dq0 current
controller with SPWM switching has advantage of constant switching frequency, which reduces stress on VSI
switches and switching noise compared to variable frequency of hysteresis controller. Moreover, constant frequency SPWM switching simplifies the design of interface
L filter also.

5.4 Performance under dynamic load
conditions

Figure 18 Simulation results after compensation with hysteresis
controller (a) load currents, (b) source currents, (c) injected filter
currents, (d) voltages vdc1 , vdc2 , (e) harmonic spectrum of isa

as given in Table 1. The hysteresis band is chosen as
h ¼ 0.7 A, which is 7% (approx.) of rated filter current
peak value of 21 A. The value of interface inductance Lf is
15 mH, which is same as used for dq0 controller case.
The simulation results obtained with hysteresis
controller are shown in Figure 18. The load currents (ila ,

In order to understand the dynamic load compensation
capability of dq0 current controller (PI plus HC regulator)
DSTATCOM, the load is changed suddenly at time t ¼ 0.5
s (load parameters are given in Table 4) and the corresponding load currents are shown in Figure 19(a). The
compensated source and injected filter currents are
shown in Figure 19(b) and (c) respectively. The current
controller loop acts immediately and the source, injected
filter currents change from old values to their new steadystate values in approximately one cycle. The THDs of load
currents after transient (i.e. after time t ¼ 0.5 s) are
12.53%, 13.85%, 15.1% in phases a, b, c respectively,
and the corresponding compensated source current
THDs are 2.7%, 2.64%, 2.48%. Due to sudden increase
in load, there is a decrease in dc link voltages vTdc from
the reference value of 1,100 V to 1,040 V. However, the
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Table 4

Simulation parameters for dynamic load conditions

Parameters

Values

System voltages
Linear load

400 V line rms, 50 Hz
Before time t1 : Zla ¼ 20 þ j15:8Ω,
Zlb ¼ 30 þ j20Ω, Zlc ¼ 45 þ j18:85Ω
After time t1 : Zla ¼ 12:15 þ j5Ω,
Zlb ¼ 15:85 þ j6:67Ω, Zlc ¼ 21:33 þ j6:75Ω
Before time t1 : R–L load of 30Ω–40 mH
After time t1 : R–L load of 15Ω–40 mH

Load currents (A)

Nonlinear load (bridge rectifier)

60
30

ila ilb

ilc

0
–30

t1

–60

Source currents (A)

(a)
60
30

isa isb isc

0
–30
–60

Filter currents (A)

(b)
30
15

i fa

i fc

i fb

0
–15
–30

(c)

vTdc (V)

1,125
1,100
1,075

vTdc

1,050
1,025
0.45

0.5

0.55

(d)

0.6

0.65

Time (s)

Figure 19 Simulation results of load compensation (PI plus HC regulators) for dynamic load change at t ¼ 0.5 s (a) load currents,
(b) compensated source currents, (c) injected filter currents, (d) total dc link voltage vTdc

voltage loop controller restores the dc link voltage to the
reference value in approximately 0.12 s (around 6 cycles
approx.) as shown in Figure 19(d). Thus, the dc link
controller provides proper regulation for the dc
capacitor voltage under load transients.

6 Experimental studies
To verify the efficacy of load compensation with dq0
current controller, a laboratory prototype model of
three-phase DSTATCOM is developed. The three-phase
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input for experimental study is generated using Elgar
SmartWave (SW5550) AC power source. This Elgar power
source has the ability to generate three-phase balanced
set of sinusoidal output voltages from utility voltages.
Therefore, three-phase balanced voltages (Vlrms ¼ 121 V)
are considered for experimental study and single-phase
PLL with vta as input is sufficient to obtain θ or ωt
information. The voltage and current quantities at
power level are converted to 5 V range using the Hall
effect voltage (500 V to 5 V) and current (10 A to
5 A) transducers. The control algorithm is developed in
Matlab/Simulink and converted for the dSpace 1104
hardware interface by means of RTI toolbox. A sampling
time period of 140 μs is considered and the generated
PWM pulses are given to the VSI. The experimental
studies are carried out with complete dq0 current controller (i.e. PI plus HC regulator) for following cases:
(1) compensation of nonlinear load, (2) compensation
of unbalanced nonlinear load, and (3) dynamic
load change study. The system, VSI, and control parameters considered for experimental studies are given in
Table 5.
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50 V/div

vta

vtb

vtc

5 ms/div

4 A/div

ila
ilb

ilc

10 ms/div

Table 5

System parameters for experimental studies

Parameter

Value

System voltage
Linear load

121 V Line rms, 50 Hz
Zla ¼ 18 þ j30Ω, Zlb ¼ 36 þ j40Ω,
Zlc ¼ 60 þ j63Ω
Three-phase diode bridge rectifier
with an R–L load of 60Ω–150 mH
Cdc1 ¼ Cdc2 ¼ 3; 300μF,
vdc1 ¼ vdc2 ¼ 175 V
Rf ¼ 0:25Ω, Lf ¼ 5 mH
PI gains (Kp ¼ 10, Ki ¼ 160, Kio ¼ 0.5)
SSI regulator gains (Ki1 ¼ Ki2 ¼ Ki3 ¼ 380)
PI gains (Kpv ¼ 0.01, Kiv ¼ 0.0042)

Nonlinear load
VSI parameters
Filter parameters
Current controller
Voltage controller

Figure 20 Experimental results before compensation (a) terminal
voltages and (b) three-phase nonlinear load currents

this nonlinear load. The obtained compensated source
currents (isa , isb , isc ) are shown in Figure 21(a), which
are balanced and sinusoidal with THDs around 2.5%.
Various parameters of phase-a (vta , isa , ifa ) are shown in
Figure 21(b), which shows that UPF operation of source
currents is achieved. The dc link voltage vTdc (maintained
close to reference value of 350 V) and injected filter
currents are shown in Figure 21(c).

6.2 Unbalanced nonlinear load
compensation
6.1 Nonlinear load compensation
The terminal voltages and nonlinear (diode bridge rectifier) load currents with an R–L load of 50 Ω–130 mH are
shown in Figure 20(a) and (b) respectively. The load
current THDs are close to 24%. A three-leg three-wire
VSI topology with a single dc storage capacitor
(1,750 μF) is used in DSTATCOM for compensation of

The unbalanced nonlinear load parameters are given in
Table 5 and the corresponding load currents are shown
in Figure 22. The THDs of ila , ilb , and ilc are 12%, 14.1%,
and 16.3% respectively. The results obtained after load
compensation by DSTATCOM with dq0 current controller
are shown in Figure 23. The compensated source currents,
various parameters of phase-a, and vTdc along with
injected filter currents are shown in Figure 23(a)–(c)
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4 A/div

isa

isb
isc

10 ms/div

(a)

vta

100 V/div

ila
4 A/div

isa

i fa
10 ms/div

respectively. The source currents are balanced sinusoids
with THDs around 3.5% and vTdc is maintained close to
reference value of 350 V. Voltage vta , isa , and switching
pulses (Sa , S0a ) are shown in Figure 23(d). Enlarged view
(for time duration of 2 ms), around time instants t1 and t2
of Figure 23(d) are shown in Figure 23(e) and (f) respectively. From these figures, it can be observed that the
switching pulses are developed at a constant frequency
of 10 kHz. Figure 23(g) shows transients in vTdc , ila , isa , ifa
during interconnection of DSTATCOM to system. Total dc
link voltage vTdc increases slowly from precharged value of
180 V to reference value of 350 V. The enlarged view
during time Δt of Figure 23(g) is shown in Figure 23(h).
It can be observed that the current controller acts
immediately and realizes the desired filter currents in
approximately two cycles.

6.3 Performance under dynamic load
condition

(b)

vTdc

200 V/div

i fa

2 A/div

ifb
ifc
10 ms/div

(c)
Figure 21 Experimental results of nonlinear load compensation (a)
three-phase compensated source currents, (b) phase-a, terminal
voltage, and currents, (c) total dc link voltage vTdc and injected filter
currents

ila

4 A/div

ilb
ilc
iln
10 ms/div

Figure 22 Experimental results of unbalanced nonlinear load
currents

To study the dynamic compensation capability of
DSTATCOM, load is changed from nonlinear to unbalanced nonlinear and the corresponding variations in
vTdc , ila , isa , ifa are shown in Figure 24(a). Zoomed view
during time Δt 0 of Figure 24(a) is shown in Figure 24(b).
The total dc link voltage vTdc starts decreasing at the
instant of load change, as it has to supply the sudden
increase in real power demanded by the load. The voltage
loop controller slowly restores it back to the reference
value. The currents isa , ifa change from old values to their
new steady-state values as determined by load in
approximately one cycle.

7 Conclusion
Compensation of unbalanced nonlinear load is carried
out using DSTATCOM with dq0 current controller. UPF
operation of source currents is achieved and THDs are
approximately around 3%, though the load current THDs
are around 16%. Less tracking error (between reference
and injected filter currents) and hence better load compensation is achieved with PI plus HC regulator compared to PI regulator alone in the dq0 current
controller. The zero-axis controller compensates load
neutral current and helps in maintaining balanced source
currents. Constancy in switching frequency (10 kHz) of
VSI switches is achieved with SWPM control, which
reduces stress on VSI switches and simplifies the design
of interface filter.
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Figure 23 Experimental results obtained after compensation of unbalanced nonlinear load by DSTATCOM (a) compensated source and
neutral currents, (b) phase-a, terminal voltage, and currents, (c) DC link voltage and injected filter currents, (d) terminal voltage, source
0
current of phase-a, and switching pulses (Sa , S0a ), (e) switching pulses (Sa , S0a ) at positive zero crossing of isa , (f) switching pulses (Sa , Sa ) at
positive peak of isa , (g) transients variations in vTdc , ila , isa , ifa during interconnection of DSTATCOM to system, (h) currents ila , isa , ifa during
time Δt of (g)
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vTd c

ila
isa

100 V/div

4 A/div

t’

ifa
500 ms/div

vTd c

100 V/div

ila
tl
isa

4 A/div

ifa
20 ms/div

Figure 24 Experimental results under dynamic load change (a)
variation in vTdc , ila , isa , ifa , (b) zoomed view during time Δt0 of (a)
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